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Last month, a misleading timeline appeared on the Metro 2035 novel website which suggested "the next Metro video game" was expected at some stage in 2017. The game series' publisher Deep Silver intervened shortly thereafter to suggest while it has "ambitious plans" for Metro moving forward, releasing the next game next year was not among
them.During a recent Reddit AMA, Metro author Dmitry Glukhovsky—whose books have directly inspired the videogame series—admitted that while he has no intention of extending the novels beyond the most recent Metro 2035, the series may continue in another form. "Metro 2035 terminates the book part of the Metro saga. I am not planning to
write any other Metro story as a novel," says Glukhovsky. "I think, the main questions are answered in Metro 2035. And even if there won’t be any other Metro BOOKS, this doesn’t necessarily mean that Artyom’s story can’t continue in other media... All the 'next game' questions have to be asked [to] Deep Silver—the publisher of the first two Metro
games."Glukhovsky's AMA is worth reading in its entirety, as it offers insights into his influences and thought processes—which is particularly interesting given he collaborated with 4A Games with the writing of Metro: Last Light. That said, Glukhovsky later admits he has never expected the games to directly mirror his work, lending credence to the
idea he'd be okay with the games extending beyond his writing. "I didn’t expect Metro games to be a sentence-by-sentence repetition of the novels," he says. "I wanted [the 4A] guys to create an independent masterpiece based on my stories. And they did. That’s a rule of life: work with talented individuals and grant them creative freedom—instead of
working with idiots and controlling every step they make." The Metro series started with the post-apocalyptic fiction novel 'Metro 2033' written by author Dmitry Glukhovsky. It was released online for free as an E-book, and became an interactive experiment, drawing in thousands of readers worldwide. Subsequently, it was published in hardcover in
Russia, and the United States in 2005 and 2010 respectively. Having read through it in a single sitting, Andriy Prokhorov, founder and creative director of 4A Games directly began work on a game adaptation of it with the rest of the 4A Games team. Metro 2033 the video game was released in Q1, 2010. Following the first book's huge success,
Glukhovsky wrote the sequels Metro 2034, and Metro 2035 and were released in hardcover in various countries. 2) I'm new to Metro, what's the order of the books and the games? This timeline is a good baseline representation of the events within the series. It includes a suggested order to experience the universe to its fullest. The Metro Universe is
rich in stories, lore, and history. However, the main entries are: 1. Metro 2033, the book and game The game follows the story of the eponymous book and the events transpire in the fictional year 2033. The game allows the player to experience two different endings. To avoid spoilers, we'll refer to them as the "good" and "bad endings". 2. Metro: Last
Light, the game Picks up 1 year after the events of 2033 and uses the game's "bad" ending. Artyom remains the protagonist of this game. Similar to the first game, Last Light also has a "good" and "bad" ending which the player can reach. 3. Metro 2034, the book A continuation of Metro 2033 storyline, but doesn't involve Artyom (main protagonist
from the 1st book/game). Instead, it focuses on Homer, Sasha, and Hunter's journey through the Metro. The events transpire in the fictional year 2034. 4. Metro 2035, the book Resumes casting Artyom - the original protagonist of the series - in the fictional year 2035 following the events of 2034. Sasha and Homer also make recurring appearences. 5.
Metro Exodus, the game Continues with Artyom as the main protagonist and takes place in the fictional year 2036, two years after Metro: Last Light's events. It uses the "good ending" of Last Light as canon. 3) How can I find the books in English? The physical/epub versions of Metro 2033, 2034, and 2035 can be purchased through Amazon, Barnes
and Noble, or a local store near you. The audiobooks can be found on Audible. Additionally, here is the PDF version of Metro 2033, released online by Glukhovsky for free. 4) How should I flair my post? The year is 2033. The world has been reduced to rubble. Humanity is nearly extinct. The half-destroyed cities have become uninhabitable through
radiation. Beyond their boundaries, they say, lie endless burned-out deserts and the remains of splintered forests. Survivors still remember the past greatness of humankind. But the last remains of civilisation have already become a distant memory, the stuff of myth and legend.More than 20 years have passed since the last plane took off from the
earth. Rusted railways lead into emptiness. The ether is void and the airwaves echo to a soulless howling where previously the frequencies were full of news from Tokyo, New York, Buenos Aires. Man has handed over stewardship of the earth to new life-forms. Mutated by radiation, they are better adapted to the new world. Man's time is over.A few
score thousand survivors live on, not knowing whether they are the only ones left on earth. They live in the Moscow Metro - the biggest air-raid shelter ever built. It is humanity's last refuge. Stations have become mini-statelets, their people uniting around ideas, religions, water-filters - or the simple need to repulse an enemy incursion. It is a world
without a tomorrow, with no room for dreams, plans, hopes. Feelings have given way to instinct - the most important of which is survival. Survival at any price.VDNKh is the northernmost inhabited station on its line. It was one of the Metro's best stations and still remains secure. But now a new and terrible threat has appeared. Artyom, a young man
living in VDNKh, is given the task of penetrating to the heart of the Metro, to the legendary Polis, to alert everyone to the awful danger and to get help. He holds the future of his native station in his hands, the whole Metro - and maybe the whole of humanity. Attention! Spoiler ahead!This article contains plot information that may spoil major story
aspects for the reader. Read at your own risk! Maxim Moskvin (Father)Andrey Moskvin (Uncle) Red Line Metro Wiki has a list of quotes for this character. See quotes. Leonid Maximovich Moskvin (Russian: Леонид Максимович Москвин) is a character in the Metro 2034 novel, who also makes an appearance in Metro: Last Light. He is the son of the
Red Line's leader - Maxim Moskvin. Overview[] Metro 2034[] Leonid is depicted as a very handsome young man with an "angelic face and big green eyes". He's also cocky, charming, and a skilled talker. From his earliest years, Leonid was interested in music, art, and books, much to his father's dismay, who wanted nothing more than a ruthless
successor. As a form of punishment his father forced Leonid when he was a child to destroy a mosaic in order to show the boy that beauty is impermanent. Little did Comrade Moskvin know that Leonid memorized the pattern, thus not proving his son anything. Evidently, all attempts to straighten out the young boy were in vain, so Leonid was
"excommunicated and banished" from the family. From that day, having nothing more than flute and diplomatic passport, Leonid travels around the metro to instill beauty into metro inhabitants' hearts. Thanks to this and his performances, he never lacks cartridges. After their first meeting, Homer is extremely wary of Leonid, believing that he's
nothing more than a fraud who wants to steal Sasha from him. It's later revealed that there is a hint of truth in this as Leonid fell in love with Sasha. During the Rangers' assault on Tulska station he tries (and somehow succeeds) to calm an angry mob of infected people. Unfortunately, Leonid is shot in the stomach by stray bullet. His fate remains
unknown as Homer doesn't find his body among the drowned corpses. Metro: Last Light[] In Metro: Last Light, he frees Artyom from the torture room, stating how he's disgusted by his father´s attempts to beat information out of him. Leonid also mentions that he resents his father for murdering his own brother to take over power and notes he will
probably end up like his uncle. Trivia[] Leonid's secret desire is to find and live in the Emerald City. As a son of the Red Line's leader, Leonid has a "diplomatic passport" with which he is able to access most of the stations. He states that he spent most of his childhood within air vents hiding from his father. Gallery[] Fan art of Metro 2034 protagonists
by melan!n. Post-apocalyptic survival shooter Metro will seemingly receive a third installment in the series come next year. Metro 2033 and Metro: Last Light have been released in recent years, and there looks to be one more game to round out the trilogy. This is all according to a timeline on a website for the Metro books. Metro was first a series of
novels by author Dmitry Glukhovsky before being adapted to video games. Now that the final novel, Metro 2035, has released, the site teases “the next Metro video game” in 2017. The description for the timeline entry reads “It all adds up to something. Where the books end their story, the game will pick it up. An era of great discoveries lies ahead…”
Another Metro game makes perfect sense for everyone involved. After former publisher THQ auctioned the property off as a part of its bankruptcy proceedings, Deep Silver picked it up and has shown a willingness to invest in it. Deep Silver published both Last Light and the remasters for current consoles. A new video game seems to fit perfectly into
those plans. We reached out to Deep Silver about this issue. Deep Silver declined to comment. Metro 2025 [Metro 2035 via reddit] Filed under... #Deep Silver#rumors#Survival
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